
Abstract
Sound fact finding, which remains at the core of all binding dispute resolution, has not always been recognised for its variegated 
nature. In international arbitration, these differences often come to the fore, and sometimes are decisive to the resolution of the 
case, particularly when arbitrators and/or counsel are drawn from different traditions (or even different sub-branches of the 
same tradition).

The limited grounds upon which international awards can be reviewed by various domestic courts at the enforcement or set 
aside stage usually do not allow for a close scrutiny of the fact finding methods of the tribunal at hand, nor allow for the 
promulgation of general norms. It thus falls to practitioners of the art, to the professional bodies and academic writers, to ask the 
hard questions; some of which will be explored in this lecture.

The overall goal is to identify those processes of treatment of witnesses and documents, and methods of inferential reasoning, 
that command serious support across different legal traditions, so as to ensure international arbitration is credible in its own 
right, acceptable to the particular parties (especially the loser) and ultimately something which the various domestic legal 
traditions can confidently respect at the enforcement or set aside stage and indeed draw from in developing their own 
processes. 
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topics of international law, arbitration and constitutional law.
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